
 / 2015-16 / Grade 5 / Individual Learning

Course Fall Spring Status Curriculum Mastery HQ

Fine Arts — Music (o)   Active 1. 30 minute class with Moz...

Fine Arts — Visual Arts   Active 1. Bimonthly classes at the...

Foreign Lang — Arabic (c)   Active Biweekly classes of 30 minu...

Foreign Lang — French (c)   Active 1. Biweekly session with pa...

Foreign Lang — Urdu (c)   Active 1. Conversing with members ...

Islamic Studies — Theory and Practice (c,f)   Active 1. Daily study of aspects o...

Language Arts   Active 1. VOCABULARY: Weekly word ... 81%

Math   Active 1. CONCEPTS & PRACTICE: Mat... 73%

P.E. — PE (o)   Active 1. Football classes 1.25 ho...

Science (o)   Active 1. RESEARCH AND PRESENTATIO... 77%

Social Studies   Active 1. HISTORY: Reading and dis... 76%
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 / 2015-16 / Grade 5 / ILP / Language Arts

Course mastery is 81%

ProgressingGrade 5Language Arts — Media Presentation
Participate in a small group project which results in a formal group presentation with audio/visual aides.

MasteredGrade 5Language Arts — Reading Habits
Independently select and read books from library; expand reading interests by trying different types of books and fiction.

ProgressingGrade 5Language Arts — Strategies
Use skimming and scanning skills to find information quickly.

Not YetGrade 5Language Arts — Keyboarding
Touch type effectively using home keys at least 30 words per minute.

MasteredGrade 5Language Arts — Pronouns
Match pronouns and noun referents; identify pronoun referent and substitute noun.

ProgressingGrade 5Language Arts — Writing Process
Define and apply age-appropriate strategies for planning, drafting, revising, proofing, and publishing complete pieces of discourse; tell names of each stage of the writing process and explain its purpose.

ProgressingGrade 5Language Arts — Reference Sources
Distinguish the kinds of information found in a dictionary, almanac, atlas, encyclopedia, thesaurus, index, bibliography, timetable and telephone book; identify and look up information in electronic as well as hard cover formats of these
reference sources.

MasteredGrade 5Language Arts — Vocabulary
Develop vocabulary using prefixes, suffixes, root words, context clues; distinguish multiple layers of meanings for words and connotations of synonyms.

MasteredGrade 5Language Arts — Verbs
Identify verb tenses; identify verbal forms; form regular and irregular verb tenses; identify auxiliary verbs.

MasteredGrade 5Language Arts — Rhetoric
Write for a variety of audiences and purposes; select format of writing, style, and vocabulary based on the audience, occasion, and purpose of writing (friendly letter, thank you note, class report, poem, story etc.).

MasteredGrade 5Language Arts — Summary
Summarize key details and events from news stories and other types of reports.

MasteredGrade 5Language Arts — Discourse Models
Write "how to" reports, book reports, short stories, imaginative descriptions, personal narrative reports, and evaluation reports.

MasteredGrade 5Language Arts — Fluency
Read 2 grade-level library books monthly.

MasteredGrade 5Language Arts — Graphs & Charts
Gather information from pictures, graphs, charts; convert to narrative text and reverse.

MasteredGrade 5Language Arts — Word Processor
Use a grade level word processor to do final version of a story or report of 1-3 paragraphs.

MasteredGrade 5Language Arts — Sentence Completion
Complete sentences using correct form of verb, personal pronoun, object, adjective, or adverb.

MasteredGrade 5Language Arts — Proofreading
Proofread final versions for spelling, syntax, and punctuation.

MasteredGrade 5Language Arts — Web Site Evaluation
Use internet search engine to locate web sites for a research assignment; develop (with teacher assistance) and apply a class rubric for evaluating web sites for source, objectivity, quality, and accuracy.

MasteredGrade 5Language Arts — Genres
Read legends and tall tales (e.g., children's version of the iliad and paul bunyan tales) and age-appropriate biographies of famous people; describe characteristics of different types of books; identify conventions of different genres.

MasteredGrade 5Language Arts — Newspapers
Identify and compare the style, purpose, and content of different parts of a daily newspaper; read the daily newspaper for two weeks and report on different sections.

Mastered
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Grade 5Language Arts — Tools
Utilize the spell checker; insert pictures and graphics electronically.

ProgressingGrade 5Language Arts — Sentence Combining
Combine three sentences by adding a clause, phrase, conjunctions, compound predicate, compound subject or cumulative adjectives and objects.

ProgressingGrade 5Language Arts — Revision
Revise writing for organization, repetition, cohesiveness, sequence of ideas, and purpose.

ProgressingGrade 5Language Arts — Outlining Skills
Organize information in an outline form by categorizing items and functions.

ProgressingGrade 5Language Arts — Style
Read, compare, and tell characteristics of different authors and narrative patterns.

MasteredGrade 5Language Arts — Inference
Infer character feeling, response and motive from concrete details.

ProgressingGrade 5Language Arts — Publication
Change type face to select font, bold, italics, size, underline, super and subscript; use multiple column tool key.

MasteredGrade 5Language Arts — Sentence Sense
Edit sentences for double negatives agreement, redundancies and clarity, verb tense consistency.

MasteredGrade 5Language Arts — Paragraph Development
Use topic sentences, beginning and closing sentences; select sentences which do not belong in a given paragraph; order sentences or paragraphs within a short letter or report.

MasteredGrade 5Language Arts — Electronic Searching
Use intermediate level online or cd encyclopedia using approved search engines; find articles by key word search; use online library catalog to identify the author, title, publisher, date, total pages and location of publisher.

MasteredGrade 5Language Arts — Literary Response
Write a book report of one page which summarizes plot, characters, setting, and relates book to reader's own life or develop a creative response such as art project or oral dramatization.

MasteredGrade 5Language Arts — Basic Comprehension
Identify detail, contrasts, setting, sequence, time structure and main idea.

MasteredGrade 5Language Arts — File Management
Save and rename files and folders, move files into folders; organize files and folders on desktop.

ProgressingGrade 5Language Arts — Sentence Syntax
Correct sentences for subject-verb agreement, comma splices, and dangling modifiers.

MasteredGrade 5Language Arts — Vocabulary
Discover word meanings using context clues, prefixes, affixes, base words; make connections between word etymology, spelling and meaning.

MasteredGrade 5Language Arts — Dictionary Skills
Use the different components of a dictionary entry: pronunciation, parts of speech, correct use, etymology, syllabication.

ProgressingGrade 5Language Arts — Analysis
Diagram and map story plots; trace character development.

MasteredGrade 5Language Arts — Figurative Language
Identify, define, and interpret idioms, metaphors, and similes.

MasteredGrade 5Language Arts — Literacy
Define and explain the relationship of computer applications, files, operating systems; list and explain connections of computer peripherals including cd rom players and printers.

MasteredGrade 5Language Arts — Sentence Fragments
Identify and correct sentence fragments (missing predicates, missing subjects, verbals as predicates).

MasteredGrade 5Language Arts — Spelling
Spell words with consonant digraphs, suffixes, schwa sounds, homophones, graphemes, irregular spelling, digraphs, silent letters, double letters, short and long vowel sounds, words whose vowel is influenced by "r" or words in which the affix
affects the root spelling; substitute the correct voiceless letter for its voiced phonetic counterpart when spelling consonant sounds.

MasteredGrade 5Language Arts — Research Project
As part of a small group carry out a research project and write and present orally a research report of 1-2 pages (printed) with at least four sources including at least one from school library and one from internet or cd reference source; set
timelines for task completion of project; list sources in a simple bibliographic format; explain the necessity of citing sources and define plagiarism.

Progressing



Grade 5Language Arts — Devices
Identify setting, theme, characterization, symbol, foreshadowing; identify characteristics of poetry; interpret poems, imagery, tone, and rhyming devices.

MasteredGrade 5Language Arts — Abstract Comprehension
Articulate the theme of an article or story; develop abstract meaning from concrete detail; develop generalizations based on the synthesis of details.

ProgressingGrade 5Language Arts — Punctuation
Punctuate correctly friendly letters, questions, quotations; apply commas in letters, dates, addresses, items in a series, to show apposition, set off quotations and with coordinating conjunctions; use apostrophes to show possession and
contraction.

ProgressingGrade 5Language Arts — Essay Development
Plan, draft, revise and edit complete stories, and reports of 2-4 paragraphs with a beginning, middle and end using at least 30 sentences.

ProgressingGrade 5Language Arts — Prediction
Expand reading comprehension through writing a new ending for a story, taking one character or scene from a novel and expanding it, writing a letter from the viewpoint of a character, etc.; keep a reading response log.

ProgressingGrade 5Language Arts — Fluency
Plan, draft and proofread extemporaneous stories and reports weekly.

MasteredGrade 5Language Arts — Capitalization
Use capitals to set off sentence beginning, proper nouns, first lines of poetry, and letter salutations.

MasteredGrade 5Language Arts — Evaluation
Distinguish between fact and opinion in newspaper editorials and news articles, television reports, and in class discussion.

ProgressingGrade 5Language Arts — Descriptors
Identify adjectives and adverbs; develop and use comparative forms.

ProgressingGrade 5Language Arts — Portfolio
Keep a portfolio of selected writing samples; evaluate quality of own writing and review quarterly with parent and teacher.



 / 2015-16 / Grade 5 / Progress Reports /
Spring

Status: Approved

Course Credit Curriculum Work
Samples
Accepted

HQ Grade Progress Summary

Fine Arts
— Music
(o)

 1. 30 minute
class with Moz...

A Shareef enjoyed continuing his weekly drumming lessons. Here is a
June 2016 Assessment from Shareef's drumming teacher, Dz imitry

Veniaralau: "Shareef is a very talented boy, my best student. I taught
Shareef 2 years (Mozart art Centre). During this term he improved

different genres and styles ( blues, swing, R&B….). He can easily play
the syncopated rhythm…. In the coming term I would suggest he
work with metronome. With backing track(no drums) not less than
three minutes... With live band…". The instructor also prepared a

compilation of Shareef's drumming over the year:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nWyJqlSDbUo&feature=youtu.be.

Apart from drumming, Shareef also learned how to play a
contemporary song (Pirates of the Caribbean) from a friend on the
piano. He enjoyed playing this song for fun. It is hoped that in the

coming year, Shareef may learn how to read sheet music  and
develop his interest in piano further while still continuing his

drumming if desired.

Fine Arts
— Visual
Arts

 1. Bimonthly
classes at the...

A- After taking some painting c lasses with an art instructor in January,
this term Shareef preferred to continue independently at home

using the DrawWriteNow step by step program as well as drawing
programs for kids over youtube. He was able to make several

freehand drawings using these tutorials, inc luding the one attached
in the work samples. In the coming year, it is hoped that Shareef can
move from sketching one object pictures to more complex sketches

that describe a story or that express abstract concepts.

Foreign
Lang —
Arabic (c)

 Biweekly classes
of 30 minu...

A- Please see the assessment by his Arabic  tutor below in the work
samples.

Foreign
Lang —
French (c
)

 1. Biweekly
session with

pa...

B+ This term, we continued our oral practice to identify important
sentences in French when meeting someone for the first time and

introducing oneself. He will get a chance to practice these
sentences when he travels to Montreal this summer. In the coming
year, it is hoped that we will cultivate more French speaking friends
so that we can practice the language in its proper useful context.

Foreign
Lang —
Urdu (c)

 1. Conversing
with members

...

B We continued our use of Urdu on evenings and weekends this term
and Shareef shows good comprehension, but is still reluctant to try
to speak in Urdu with anyone he knows already speaks English! It is

hoped that the summer visit to North America to meet several older
relatives will allow him more chances to hear and use the language.

Islamic
Studies
— Theory
and
Practice
(c,f)

 1. Daily study of
aspects o...

A- This term he continued his memoriz ing of chapters of the Quran and
was able to commit another chapter to memory, consisting of 25

verses. He also completed about half of the Islamic S tudies level 2
manual, covering more details of Islamic history and tenets of the
faith. He has begun to offer all five daily prayers and has started

linking his lessons to good behaviour with those around him.

Language
Arts

 1.
VOCABULARY:
Weekly word ...

B+ Shareef was able to prepare and present a 5 minute speech on the
importance of self-confidence in front of an audience of 40 as part of

his TedEd Speech c lass inc luding editing, adding in quotes and
visual aides, and working on delivery and pronunciation. He

continued his reading of more than 10 chapter books per month, and
practiced writing sc ience fiction, non-fiction, and book reports. In

the coming term, we will use the Bravewriter program to develop his
creative writing more and begin exploring poetry more regularly.
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Math  1. CONCEPTS
& PRACTICE:

Mat...

A- He continued through his Epsilon MathUSee text and was able to
understand and carry out addition, subtraction, multiplication, and

division of fractions and begin the study of decimals. He did not give
up despite finding parts of it difficult and did his math studies

diligently several times a week. There seems to be a difference in
the order of teaching concepts between this particular math

program and what was tested on the S tanford 10 but hopefully that
material will be covered in the subsequent books.

P.E. —
PE (o)

 1. Football
classes 1.25

ho...

A June 2016 Assessment from Shareef's football coach Tom Hughes: " I
have coached Shareef in Football from January 2016 until June 2016

consisting of 2, 75 minute sessions per week at Elite Sports
Academy. During this period, I have been impressed with Shareef’s

understanding of the different roles and responsibilities of every
position played in Football. He therefore is very comfortable playing
in any position and can be relied upon by his team mates. Shareef
has also worked hard and improved on his shooting ability and in

particular the power he can generate. Shareef always shows a
determined attitude to improve during training sessions along with
his polite and well behaved nature make him a pleasure to coach.

Looking ahead to next term, I will want Shareef to focus on his
confidence to dribble past opponents during matches. Shareef has
the speed and skill to perform such tasks, however, during matches

can show hesitancy to show off his true ability." June 2016
Assessment from Shareef's tennis coach Joseph Serra: "I taught

Shareef in tennis from November 2015 until May 2016. From
November we worked on different motions and technique and he first

improved his forehand pretty well and followed by the backhand,
what i really like from him is he showed me a very good attitude on
the court. For the coming term, i am planning to work on his volleys
and serve." Apart from tennis and football, he also worked diligently

on his taekwondo two to three times a week and parkour once a
week. He showed a good attitude and concentration for all of these

sports and makes sure to sleep, eat and drink in a healthy manner to
keep up his energy.

Science
(o)

 1. RESEARCH
AND

PRESENTATIO...

A- Shareef was able to take several sc ience c lasses on a weekly basis
this term: robotics, chemistry, sc ience coop (range of topics unit

studies style), and earth sc iences, as well as watching
documentaries and reading non-fiction sc ience books on his own
time. He continued his interest in physics and engineering and

enjoyed the introduction to chemistry c lass as well. In the coming
term, we will continue these c lasses and are working with other

parents in the homeschool association to teach physics and biology
in a group format as well.

Social
Studies

 1. HISTORY:
Reading and

dis...

B+ The speech c lass on sharing your passions that was mentioned
above in English also lead to many discussions on society and

community which brought in social studies. He also took an interest
in the First and Second World Wars and read non-fiction children's

texts about them (eg. Usborne). In the coming year, it would be good
to have him experience organiz ing a constructive group activity and
learning how to make decisions in a group format. We will continue

our world history studies and learn the culture of the places we visit.

Work Sample Course

Stanford_10_Online_Shareef_Sayeed_2016.pdf

SSS_201603_SocialStudiesValues_Sample_page1of3.pdf Social Studies

SSS_201603_SocialStudiesValues_SamplePage2of3.pdf Social Studies

SSS_201603_SocialStudiesValues_SamplePage3of3.pdf Social Studies

SSS_20160310_UrduWriting_Sample.pdf Foreign Lang — Urdu (c)

SSS_20160413_ScienceSample.pdf Science (o)
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SSS_20160424_IslamicStudies_Sample.pdf Islamic Studies — Theory and Practice (c,f)

SSS_20160427_FrenchWriting_Sample.pdf Foreign Lang — French (c)

SSS_20160522_MathSample.pdf Math

SSS_20160523_EnglishNonFictionWriting_Sample.pdf Language Arts

SSS_20160526_EnglishMechanicsSample.pdf Language Arts

SSS_20160530_FineArtsDrawing_Sample.pdf Fine Arts — Visual Arts

SSS_20160531_ArabicWriting_Sample.pdf Foreign Lang — Arabic (c)

SSS_20160614_ArabicTutorAssessment.pdf Foreign Lang — Arabic (c)

Parent Teacher Comments

In this third year of homeschooling, we were able to combine an interest-led approach with a checklist of basic subjects to be covered daily.
This allowed for the flexibility of homeschooling with a more structured approach that Shareef is growing to appreciate as he matures in his
study habits. He was able to advance in all his 11 subjects while still enjoying free time with his neighbourhood friends and family. His new
email address opened the door for him to communicate in writing socially with friends who have moved away and favourite cousins living
overseas in a more timely manner than handwritten posted letters were allowing. He also deepened his interest in robotics and Chemistry,
and continues to enjoy his math program. Over the summer, he has seen his older American and Canadian cousins studying for the SATs
and starting university and has become interested in focusing his studies on entry into higher education. Please see the following brief
slideshow of Shareef's homeschooling year including pictures of his social studies and physical education work not included in the work
samples. https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1JgVCPass9qxMOre_IHGocpN8EA0LUJtSY5-EO6zwkXc/edit?usp=sharing In the coming
year, we will continue with the same subjects while using more multimedia options for making language studies more relevant and enjoyable.
The homeschooling association's group classes for bookclub, robotics, and science will be included in our schedule while still trying to carve out
time for quiet reflection and individual studies.

Contact Teacher Comments

Finishing his Grade 5 year, Shareef mastered 81% of his Language Arts standards for his grade level, while making
adequate progress on the remaining standards.  This term, Shareef mastered the following LA learning equivalencies:

Edit sentences for double negatives agreement, redundancies and clarity, verb tense consistency;

Use topic sentences, beginning and closing sentences; select sentences which do not belong in a given paragraph; order sentences or
paragraphs within a short letter or report;

Use intermediate level online or CD encyclopedia, using approved search engines; find articles by key word search; use online library catalog
to identify the author, title, publisher, date, total pages and location of publisher;

Write a book report of one page which summarizes plot, characters, setting, and relates book to reader's own life or develop a creative
response such as art project or oral dramatization;

Identify detail, contrasts, setting, sequence, time structure and main idea;

Save and rename files and folders, move files into folders; organize files and folders on desktop;

Discover word meanings using context clues, prefixes, affixes, base words; make connections between word etymology, spelling and
meaning;

Use the different components of a dictionary entry: pronunciation, parts of speech, correct use, etymology, syllabication;

Identify, define, and interpret idioms, metaphors, and similes;

Define and explain the relationship of computer applications, files, operating systems; list and explain connections of computer peripherals
including CD ROM players and printers;

Identify and correct sentence fragments (missing predicates, missing subjects, verbals as predicates);

Spell words with consonant digraphs, suffixes, schwa sounds, homophones, graphemes, irregular spelling, digraphs, silent letters, double
letters, short and long vowel sounds, words whose vowel is influenced by "r" or words in which the affix affects the root spelling; substitute
the correct voiceless letter for its voiced phonetic counterpart when spelling consonant sounds;
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As part of a small group carry out a research project and write and present orally a research report of 1-2 pages (printed) with at least four
sources including at least one from school library and one from internet or CD reference source; set timelines for task completion of project;
list sources in a simple bibliographic format; explain the necessity of citing sources and define plagiarism;

Articulate the theme of an article or story; develop abstract meaning from concrete detail; develop generalizations based on the synthesis of
details;

Use capitals to set off sentence beginning, proper nouns, first lines of poetry, and letter salutations;

Distinguish between fact and opinion in newspaper editorials and news articles, television reports, and in class discussion;

In Mathematics, Shareef has mastered 73% of Grade 5 standards, making adequate progress on the remaining
standards for Mathematics.  Shareef has mastered the following Mathematics learning equivalencies:

Multiply a whole number by 0; multiply 3-digit whole numbers by 2-digit numbers; multiply 4-digit numbers;

Calculate the average of common quantifiable measures such as class height, weight of orange, etc.;

Define and identify prime numbers, whole numbers, and factors;

Identify and complete patterns;

Divide whole numbers by multiples of ten; divide 3-digit by 2-digit numbers (long division using remainders); divide whole numbers in fraction
format; divide whole numbers and present remainder as fraction;

Identify and use equivalent measurements such as 30 minutes = ½ hour or $.50 = ½ dollar;

Identify place values;

Compute 4 basic operations orally and with pencil and paper without using a calculator;

Find area, perimeter, length, and width of regular two dimension figures;

Describe relationships between different lines and identifies properties of lines: parallel, diagonal, horizontal, vertical, parallel, and
perpendicular;

In Science, Shareef has mastered 77% of Grade 5 standards, making adequate progress on the remaining standards for
Science.  Shareef has mastered the following Science learning equivalencies:

Visit with community elders, collect examples of traditional knowledge about weather, rocks and minerals, ancient life, or the stars;

Explain and review examples of the components of the rock cycle: erosion, transportation, deposition; identify the four types of rocks and
the processes which create them; explain the process of creation of fossil fuels;

Diagram and explain the process of digestion in humans;

Discuss four ways in which science has benefited or changed life in the community or affected the student's own life, activities, health, or
recreation;

Define cloud formation, effects of clouds, el nino and la nina, factors which determine seasons, causes of the weather cycle, difference
between climate and weather, and tools used by meteorologists; cause of hurricanes, tornadoes, and cyclones; define "climate" and identify
primary climate zones of earth;

Read and interpret measurement instruments of volume, length, temperature and time in metric and standard; determine which scientific
tools are appropriate to a given task and identify their function; identify specific tools used by geologists, astronomers, meteorologists, and
paleontologists;

Compare different disciplines in science identifying the phenomena investigated, tools used, and purpose: meteorology, archeology, geology,
and astronomy; distinguish between types of scientific investigation: describing, classifying, and experimenting;

Define and compare natural, renewable, and non-renewable resources; identify and analyze national, state, community and personal
resource consumption; discuss the impact of recycling; identify and discuss the source and use of energy resources and compare the
different effects on the environment;

Define "natural resources" and "fossil fuels"; tell how resources were formed and how they are extracted;

Identify five science based careers in earth science found in your state; identify the uses of these sciences in your state's industries;

Identify and know the function of the major systems of the human body including skeletal, circulatory, and muscular; explain how each
system contributes to life and health;

Define and compare how light and sound waves travel and identify examples;

Explain in own words that science is experimental inquiry and investigation; ask specific questions about organisms, objects, and the
environment to gain insights; review examples of earth science publications and discuss how publication of information affects science; give
specific example to justify replication and strict integrity of reporting results;

List and explain guidelines for personal safety and health including good nutrition, exercise, and sanitation practices, science and outdoor
activity safety, and avoidance of harmful practices including use of controlled substances;

In Social Studies, Shareef has mastered 76% of Grade 5 standards, making adequate progress on the remaining
4



standards for Social Studies.  Shareef has mastered the following Social Studies learning equivalencies:

Study the regions of your state, the cities and communities, the economy and resources, the climate and history; study any large natural
resource projects and examine how humans have impacted the state's environment; describe in his/her own words the relationship between
climate, topography, geography, agriculture, and economy; discuss the state's land and resource use issues and controversies;

List constitutionally guaranteed rights including right to trial, free speech, assembly and property and the responsibilities of citizenship,
including voting, jury duty, military service; know that anyone born on u.s. soil is a citizen;

Make a product map of your state showing the location of natural resources, types of economic development and industry; discuss examples
of how foreign trade impacts the state;

Define and compare the functions and agencies of local, state and the federal government; identify examples of each in the community
compare the services provided by each level and how they are funded.
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